
50 Pinterest Marketing Tips

Pinterest is a fun, visual social media site. It’s a great place to share and find the stuff that
interests you. Businesses can take advantage of using Pinterest’s huge following to build traffic
and relationships to their own brand. Here are 50 tips to help you start marketing with Pinterest.

1. Include a price tag in the pins you create or repin because Pinterest users are looking to
buy.

2. Give something away in your Pinterest pin. It could be a new tool, a template or an app.

3. Want your current subscribers to know what you’re pinning? Include a screenshot of
your Pinterest pin in your newsletter.

4. Install a “Pin it” plugin or widget button on your website. A “Pin it” button can increase
referral traffic back to your site.

5. Create your Pinterest for business account and fully fill out your profile with your brand
name and website URL.

6. Be consistent. Pin or repin to your Pinterest boards every day. Keep your pins fresh.

7. Share interesting content on Pinterest. This is the fastest way to gain a following and
build traffic.

8. Run a contest on Pinterest. Or better yet, run a contest on your blog and share it with
your pinners in a specific board.

9. Having trouble getting creative with your pins? Check out what others are pinning on
their boards.

10. Take advantage of the most popular categories when creating your Pinterest marketing
strategy.

11. The most pinned categories on Pinterest include Food & Drink, DIY & Crafts, Home
Décor, and Holidays & Events.

12. Sort your pinboards by category, theme or interest. Make sure to have a mix of brand
products and curated products.

13. Create a fan-curated board by asking your fans and followers to add some of their
content to your board.

14. Embed one of your Pinterest boards onto your website so that readers can see and
share what you are pinning.

15. Follow interesting or influential people in your niche and leave comments on some of
their pins.



16. Use the Rich pins plugin to make it easier for your customers to find more information,
like ingredients from a food image.

17. Focus on very specific boards about a single topic when adding pins.

18. Make each pin serve a specific purpose and be visually interesting.

19. Keep your Pinterest boards organized. Create multiple boards for each category you will
be adding pins to.

20. Collaborate with other pinners to grow followers and curate pins.

21. A compelling Pin description can help you get found by people searching for certain
things.

22. Add the Pinterest Bookmarklet to your browser and use it to add a post to one of your
boards.

23. Create a teaser image for one of your Pins. A teaser pin is a simple image with a teaser
headline that intrigues your viewers.

24. Include a call to action (CTA) in the caption area of your image or other content. Link to
a landing page or product.

25. Create a Pinterest board specifically for your blog articles so followers can easily find
your blog posts.

26. Before you post a single image or create a board on Pinterest, decide what you are
going to focus on this year.

27. Traffic is generated to your website when people use the Pinterest Search tool. Make
sure your description is relevant.

28. Include clickable URLs in your Pinterest pin’s description to drive traffic to your website.

29. Build relationships. Pinterest is great for building a community of people that are excited
about your brand.

30. Pinterest isn’t just for women. Men are using the site more than ever as a guide for what
interests them.

31. Use color wisely in your pin images. Multiple dominant colors are pinned more often than
a single color image.

32. Red images are better for repins than blue.

33. Pay attention to your Pinterest analytics to know what your audience wants and which
pins are working best.



34. Engage with your followers by following them and commenting on their pins.

35. Pin good, original and relevant content that your followers can use. They are more likely
to repin good content.

36. Create a schedule to pin consistently, preferably daily.

37. The ideal length of characters for repinning is between 200 and 300.

38. You might be surprised you can Pin video and audio instead of just images. Great news
for podcasters.

39.  Engage with your followers on Pinterest by repinning relevant images from industry
leaders.

40. Every image you pin needs a name, a title and a description. If it’s your image it needs a
link to your website.

41. Share your Pinterest pins and boards on Twitter and Facebook for more social love.

42.  Have a pinnable image on every post you publish on your blog to make it easy for
others to pin your content.

43. Make it easy for others to pin from your blog with the Pinterest Pin it button.

44. Build your authority on your topic by filling your boards with relevant content.

45. Engage with other pinners by commenting on their pins you find interesting.

46. Create images and content that engages and inspires your followers. These are more
likely to get shared.

47. Create a viral graphic at least once a week to pin on Pinterest. This can be as simple as
an image with a quote.

48. There are two places on each pin to add a link to your landing page, in the description
and in the source for the pin.

49. Use a Pinterest for business account. It gives you the benefit of analytics and Rich Pins.

50. Create specialty boards. For instance, have a tips board that only has tips or a board for
seasonal pins.
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